
Neurons Arts and Crafts


Half-term activity


In association 
with The Big 
Draw.


Welcome 

Our Neurons Arts and Crafts activity is written to provide an activity that helps your child 
engage in the process of using recycled materials to make a sketchbook.  


It’s so important that children learn through doing, which is at the core of all of the 
Neurons activities found within our creative learning website, neurons.org.uk.


Sketchbooks can be expensive to buy and facing that first blank page can be scary but 
what if you have made your own sketchbook using recycled materials like paper bags, 
envelopes, packaging etc? They’re unique (no one will have a sketchbook like yours!), 
easy to make and less scary and precious than a brand new, expensive sketchbook.  



1. Making your sketchbook 
You will need:

• Recycled materials (see list below)

• An elastic band or elastic headband

• Scissors


http://neurons.org.uk


First, let’s gather our materials. You’re going to be making an A5 size sketchbook so you’ll   
need pages and a cover that are roughly A4 size which you’ll be folding in half. There are 
all sorts of things you can use to make your sketchbook pages from, here’s some ideas:

• Used envelopes

• Paper bags

• Scrap paper

• Newspaper

• Magazine pages

• Packaging

Have a look around and see what you can find. You’ll need eight sheets to make your 
pages.  If your pages are too big, cut them down to roughly A4 in size. For your cover, 
you’ll need something sturdier than paper. A cardboard envelope, cereal box or old folder 
would all work well.  Once you’ve gathered your pages and cover, fold them all in half 
making sure you crease them firmly, then put the pages inside the cover, see photo 
below.




To hold your sketchbook together you’ll need an elastic band or elastic head band. You 
might need to try a few out before finding the right size. You don’t want it too tight and 
crumpling your pages or too loose as pages might fall out.  If you can’t find an elastic 
band to fit you could use string instead. Slide your elastic band over the pages and cover 
so it sits in the centre fold. See photo below left.


  

Close your book, see photo above right, and you have made your sketchbook! Well done!




 
2. Playful drawing exercises from Kaitlin Ferguson 
You will need: 
• Your sketchbook

• Pencil or pen 
Here are a few fun and playful drawing exercises from artist, Kaitlin Ferguson, to try. They 
will make some quite strange and weird drawings, but don’t worry that means you are 
doing it right!


• Continuous Line Drawing. Draw an object whilst keeping your pen on the paper the 
whole time


• Opposite Hand Drawing. Draw an object with the hand you don't usually use for 
drawing.


• Both Hands at Once Drawing. Draw an object using two different coloured pens, one 
in each hand. Use both hands at the same time for your drawing. 


• Closed Eye Drawing. Look at an object really carefully for 30 seconds then close your 
eyes and draw it on the paper. Be sure not to peak while you're drawing!


• Playful Portraits. Choose one of the playful drawing techniques and use it to draw a 
portrait of someone you know, it could be a friend or someone you're with or even an 
imagined person!


 

3. Mixed media sketchbook fun 
You will need: 
• Your sketchbook

• Pencil

• Coloured pens/pencils

• Crayons

• Collage materials

• Gluestick

• Scissors

• Watercolour paint, brush & water pot

• Inkpad


Sketchbooks aren’t just about drawing, there are all sorts of other things you can try in 
them. Here’s a few ideas:

• Draw around your hand and then fill it with words that describe you.

• Choose a colour and create a collage using only that colour from magazine pages.

• Put blobs of wet watercolour paint on the page and blow it about to make patterns.




• Use a crayon to make a pattern on a page and then put wet watercolour over it. The 
crayon will resist the paint and create a nice effect. 


• Use strips of used envelopes to create a collage background.

• Cut out a picture of a person from a magazine. Cut away their hair. Glue to a page and 

then give them a new hairstyle.

• Write a nonsense poem and illustrate it. 

• Make finger prints on the page using an inkpad and then turn them into animals or 

people using a pencil or pen. 

• Write a list of your ten favourite foods/books/TV programmes/songs etc.

• Draw six boxes and fill each one differently.

• Cut squares of coloured paper, magazine pages, old envelopes etc and create a 

mosaic background.







